First Grade Schedule (M-TH):

8:40    Pledge and Star-Spangled Banner
8:45    Welcome/Calendar/Math Concept or Number Review
9:00    *Read Aloud (usually tied to a writing concept)
9:10    Interactive Writing Concept (whole class)
9:20    *Independent Writing
9:40    Phonics Lesson
9:50    *Guided Reading Groups/Music or Computers
10:45   Shared Reading (poem of the week)
10:50   Science or Social Studies Project Work
11:15   Clean-up/Chapter Book reading
11:25   Walk to lunch

Repeat in the afternoon.

*Non-negotiables for my classroom: All children will get a read aloud each day, will have independent writing time and will read with me in a small group setting.

Friday is a different day. We take this time to do a Chinese culture lesson, work on social skills, experience something with the arts and have family visits.